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Education acts as an instrument that is used to facilitate the integration of the younger generation into the logic of the current system and brings coherence or becomes a practice of freedom, the means by which men and women engage critically and creatively with reality and discover how to participate in
the transformation of their world. Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of oppressed origin: Paulo Freire first mapped his widely influential theory of education in the pedagogy of the oppressed (1968). In a lifelong work with revolutionary organizers and educators, the radical educator Paulo Freire created an approach
to emancipatory education and a lens with which he understood oppression systems to transform them. He tipped mainstream pedagogy upside down, insisting that real knowledge and expertise already existed within people. They don't need deposits of information (what Freire calls banking education),
nor do they need left-wing propaganda to convince them of their problems. What is needed to transform the world is dialogue, critical issues, love of humanity and practice, a synthesis of critical thinking and action. In short, the pedagogy of the oppressed is nurturing as a practice of freedom by Freire as
opposed to education as a practice of dominance (see below). Banking education: education as a practice of dominance The aim is to adapt people to their oppressive conditions. The teacher tries to control the thoughts and functioning of pupils who are treated as passive subjects. Assume that people
are only in the world, they have nothing to do with this or with each other. It removes students from their context; teaches reality as immutable. It treats oppressed people as marginalised to a healthy society and should be included. Fundamental to maintaining systems of oppression. Problem-posing
education: education as a practice of freedom The goal is to transform structural oppression. Both educator and educand (Freire's word for a student designed to convey a just and mutual relationship) teach and learn from each other. It assumes that the world is an unfolding historical process; all and all
are connected. It begins with the history of the educands, the present and the unwritten future. He wants to transform society to rehumanize both the oppressed and their oppressors. Fundamental to the revolutionary process. Dialogue and participatory action research are two practices that are under the
strong influence of Freire, which are now common in popular education, critical pedagogy, theatre of the oppressed and eco pedagogy. Freire explains that what most people think of as dialogue is, in fact, just a debate, a zero-sum game in which people compete to invest ideas in each other or nominate
the world on behalf of others as the end in itself. On the other hand, the two sides jointly call the dialogue by exploring their living experiences to identify common patterns and create measures. Participatory action research, meanwhile, is a community-led process in which people determine solutions to
their problems by collecting data from peers, analysing them and then using an informed action. It is a community organisation model that builds the ability and professionalism of those on the front lines. Unfortunately, today, a number of progressive movements are still caught in the banking approach to
education, which the public sees as a passive reception of their information. According to Freire, the transformation of the world requires flipping this model and replacing it with ground-up practices of emancipatory education, organizing and operation. MOST FAMOUS APP: In the United States, Freire
has inspired a movement for critical pedagogy that seeks to reconstruct both schools and society. Around the world, Freire's work has been used by many revolutionary movements (such as Amílcar Cabral in Guinea-Bissau, the Landless Workers' Movement in Brazil and Zapatistas in Mexico), popular
literacy campaigns and global social forums. WRONG USE: Some educators take the words popular education simply to accept complex information and nail or sloganize, a misguided approach rooted in the very idea that the pedagogy of the oppressed opposes: that educators are professionals, while
students are empty and passive receivers waiting for knowledge. Levana Saxon is an organizer and educator with Practicing Freedom, using participatory action research, popular education and the Theatre of the Oppressed to create collaborative changes led by the community. Over the past 17 years, it
has trained and facilitated thousands of children, young people and adults. Among the groups she worked with are the Paulo Freire Institute, the Rainforest Action Network, the Center for Political Education, the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights, Youth In Focus, El Teatro Campesino and several
Oakland public schools. She is currently coordinating the artistic core of the Ruckus Society and provides training and dialogues with the Www.conspireforchange.org Collective of White Noise( We can find her in www.practicingfreedom.org. Virginia Vitzthum wrote for The Village Voice. Washington City
Paper, Elle, Time Out New York and was a columnist for salon.com and washingtonpost.com. She has also written two books, including I Love You, Let's Meet, screenplay and play, and edited numerous publications. More recently, the dramaturg/actor/textual for the pedagogy of the oppressed was: The
Musical! — original production of falconworks theater in Red Hook, Brooklyn: . She is currently working on the show, a national magazine she has written and for young people in foster care: . V She was sticking to it. He was hired by the Brazilian government to set up a programme for worker literacy, so
according to Swiss psychologist Jean Piating, she has made progress to an audience of fishermen, farmers and urban workers as to why, according to Swiss psychologist Jean Piating, she should not beat her children. He was pleased with his lecture when he delivered it – a rather lucid and appealing
explanation, if he said it himself. Then the worker raised his hand to ask a few questions. We just heard some nice words, the man said politely but accented the teacher as the Doctor. Fine words. Well-spoken... Do you know where people live, sir? Have you been to our houses, sir? The worker described
his living conditions: his children were dirty, crying, making noise... And people will have to get up at four in the morning the next day and start over... If people hit their children, it's because life is so hard they don't have much choice. The teacher was a Brazilian educator and thinker, Paulo Freire. As Raff
Carmen, a scholar and practicalist of adult education, wrote decades later in freire's obituary, the confrontation stood out as a cathartic moment that was shaping Freir's thinking on progressive education: even when it comes to talking to people, it is necessary to turn in into a 'with' the people. The moment
captured something essential in knowledge: it comes from a living experience – the teacher can't just load from high. At that moment, Freire realized that although his intentions were to be progressive, his pedagogy was not: he treated his students as empty vessels - or as he would later write, the vaults in
the bank - waiting to be filled, not as co-workers or partners in the learning process. He did not understand that he and his disciples were co-creators of knowledge; in dialogue, we would learn from each other. The book that made these insights famous, The Pedagogy of the Oppressed, was published in
Portuguese in 1968 and in English in 1970, fifty years ago. For a book imbued with Hegel from the cover to the cover, and peppered with notes appealing to Frantz Fanon, Erich Fromm, Karla Marx and The President of Mao, it was surprisingly popular and endurance. Since its translation into English in
1970, more than one million copies have been sold worldwide. Pedagogy has achieved more world fame than any other book translated from Portuguese. On a visit to Greece, a street vendor once approached Freir, who had a copy of the book and asked for an autograph, telling Freir that his work was
very important in my country. Such scenes were repeated around the world in every country Freire visited. Paulo Freire, born in 1921, was the son of a police officer. He grew up in the northeastern city of Recife, in the state of Pernambuco, which was brazil's poorest region. During this time, northeastern
Brazil was semi-feudal: running a small group of wealthy landowners, largely populated by extremely obedient, illiterate farmers. Although Freire's family was middle class, they experienced distress, including periods of hunger through the Great Depression and the loss of Freir's father in 1934. Throughout
his teenage years, Freire struggled to get a proper education. Eventually, however, he completed his university studies and worked in a government-led literacy campaign. This programme grew out of the rise of farmers in this part of the country, which was pressing for land reform, better education,
decent living conditions and employment opportunities. While Freire was radical, as the leaders of the movement were, this revolt enjoyed the support of some in brazil's capitalist classes, as improving many farmers in the northeast would open up the region as a consumer market and also allow for more
industrial development. In 1963, Freire became head of Brazil's National Commission on Popular Culture under the liberal-populist government of João Gouty, which moved dramatically to the left in response to the popular movement. Policies to help the poor - including opening a franchise to people who
couldn't read - have angered many in the country's upper and middle classes. The following year, a right-wing dictatorship came to power in a military coup, and Freire was thrown into prison by the new regime, which considered mass literacy and political participation a threat. After his release from
prison, Freire went into exile in 1980, returned in 1980 and eventually accepted the post of Education Secretary for the State of São Paulo. During his exile, he wrote a book that would make him Brazil's most famous global intellectual. So many more people around the world have access to education, and
schooling everywhere remains intertwined with systems of oppression. The pedagogy of the oppressed was very influential for third-world educators who fought in a situation of mass illiteracy and poverty similar to those described by Freire. Of course, many who read the English translation of Pedagogy
did not know much about the context of farmers engaged in class struggle in rural Brazil. But the book's enthusiastic reception also had a global context: the global struggle to liberate people in the late 1960s and early 70s - Black Civil Rights, Feminism, Resistance to the Dominance of Poor Countries with
the Rich - may explain the book's appeal when it was published. However, its stable popularity and influence is an even more inaccessible context: even so many more people around the world have access to education, schooling everywhere remains intertwined with systems of oppression, including
racism and capitalism, and traditional models of cutting-edge education do not work well for all. At the time of The publication of the book also found a movement for more open and democratic schooling, especially in the English speaking world. Pedagogy was adopted and influenced by educators active



in this movement. Teachers, under the influence of this period, continue to use freiric methods in the classroom. In 2013, a university graduate from Georgia wrote a dissertation on three local high school teachers trying freirian methods for the first time. For example, students have learned maths with their
own solutions to the problems facing their local government, plumbing and school budget. In a discussion about poverty, one social studies teacher noted in a later interview with a researcher that when some students said they were not interested in the topic because it was the person's fault, if they were
poor, in their usual teaching practice, it would allow these students to refrain from discussing it, or she told them that they were wrong and explained why. Instead, she placed them in small groups where children had different experiences of poverty, allowing them to learn from each other on the subject.
The teachers agreed that in all these Freirin lessons, students were much more engaged than with traditional pedagogy (but also, unfortunately, they noticed that the current incentives and pressures of standardized testing would make teaching this way more constantly difficult). The book has attracted
criticism over the years. Brazil's current right-wing government has made its best use of Freir's influence from the country's universities, using the bogeyman of freirin's leftist indoctrination as an excuse to abolish social sciences and prosecute left-wing professors. But anti-Freirean ravings Jair Bolsonaro,
Brazil's real-time president, can actually publicize well for this decades-old range: in Brazil, sales of Education Books oppressed have increased by 60 percent from 2018 to 2019. As Freire's widow recently said, Bolsonaro is encouraging the sale of Paul's books! Fewer PhD conservatives than Bolsonaro
have argued that the main purpose of education should be mastering specific subjects, such as maths or history, not social transformation. Other critics questioned the implication that farmers - or all oppressed people - should be better treated differently from elites. Some on the left, for example, pointed
out that in the twentieth century, in the Soviet Union and other communist countries, giving the working classes the same classical, top-down education that the children of the aristocracy had previously enjoyed was perhaps one of the more successful attempts at history in mass education. Others have
criticised the inaccessibility of the book's language; words such as praxis and antidialogical and dialectic household words for most oppressed people, and Freire does not use many concrete examples to illustrate his arguments. (There is, however, one action anecdote about the fact that some farmers
kidnapped the landowner and held him hostage.) Feminists, such as bell hooks, were waking up to Freire's use of sexist language: he used male denotics for pupils and teachers. To Freire's credit, he responded respectfully to this criticism – as Hooks and others reported – and later the English
translations of the book were updated with a more inclusive and universal language. Paulo Freire via Flickr Despite such objections, educators continued to find the pedagogy of the oppressed relevant and adapted their arguments to their contemporary context. In 2008, about 10 years after Freire's death,
in special figures of the Journal of Thought dedicated to his ideas, for example, Cal State education professor A. Dee Williams used the book as an argument to include hip-hop in an urban classroom. One unusual aspect of the book's legacy – at least in translation into English – is its popularity in
contexts in which students are not oppressed. In an article by the provocative titles Pedagogy of the Privileged, The philosopher Tracey Nicholls, Writing in the CLR James Journal (by the name of the Trinidad Marxist), for a specific question about bell-ringing, the hinged paradox that su, because high-
school learning in the S.A.S.is so class-divided, radical American educators resorted to teaching pedagogy- i its method – in colleges and colleges for the elite. , contexts in which it is more possible for students to be oppressors. While Freire has assessed the purpose of education as a liberation of the
oppressed, in elite classrooms, Nicholls notes, the challenge for liberation pedagogy is to teach empathy and solidarity with the oppressed - which in many cases is not in the room. In 2018, there was a wave of book influence celebrations. The magazines gave her special questions. The UCLA Library
marked this occasion with a weekly exhibition on the book, its author and examples of contemporary critical pedagogy at UCLA. Events with guest speakers were held at Santa Monica College, in Los Angeles County, and many other colleges and universities around the world. Dublin City University, in
Ireland, devoted a day of reflection on the book, drawing teachers and activists from all over Ireland (a podcast of this event is available online). The 50-year-old was released from Bloomsbury in 2018, with comments from Noam Chomski and others. Also in 2018, Bloomsbury published a student guide to
Freire's text. Bloomsbury this year marked the English language anniversary of the pedagogy of the oppressed by publishing an anthology of critical perspectives on the book. JSTOR Daily! Join our new membership program at Patreon today. Today.
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